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MANGO LANGUAGES

 Mango Languages offers over 70 languages for patrons to learn on their computer
using their browser and using the Mango Languages app on their mobile devices.
 Courses taught are broken down into type of language skills like conservational or
slang. Within those types of language divisions are units, chapter and finally lessons.
 You can learn as many languages and take as many courses as you like and your
Mango Languages account will track your progress.

DEVICES & APPS
The Mango Languages mobile app will look something like this:

HOME
Your home page is here! Find out how long you’ve been
working on learning and find all the languages and courses
you’ve started

Your accounts My Activity page is here! Find out how much
time you’ve spent on specific courses and units. Download the
information into a CSV file

LANGUAGES

You can search for a
language here!

You can browse
through over 70
languages currently
offered here!
You can give your input and
stay up to date on languages
and courses currently being
built or considered here!

LANGUAGE COURSES
 Some of the languages have multiple courses to choose from. For example,
Spanish (Latin America) offers courses on conversational, legal, text talk,
medical, romance, librarians and three videos
 When you begins a Mango Conversation course, you will be offered a placement
test. This is extremely helpful if you are trying to brush up on a language you used
to speak or try to advance your grasp of a language that you’ve already started
elsewhere
 Find out more information about the geographic area and population where the
language is spoken by scrolling to the bottom

FOREIGN LANGUAGES OFFERED, JUNE 2016




American Sign Language



Arabic (Egyptian, Iraqi, Levantine, 
MSA)

Armenian

Azerbaijani

Bengali

Cherokee

Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin)

Croatian

Czech

Danish

Dari

Dutch

Dzongkha

English (Modern, Shakespearean)

Farsi (Persian)

Finnish

French (Parisian, Canadian)

German

Greek (Modern, Ancient, Koine)

Haitian Creole

Hawaiian























Hebrew (Modern, Biblical)



Russian

Hindi



Scottish Gaelic



Serbian



Shanghainese

Indonesian



Slovak

Irish



Spanish (Latin America, Spain)

Italian



Swahili

Japanese



Swedish



Tagalog



Tamil

Latin



Telugu

Malay



Thai

Malayalam



Turkish

Norwegian



Tuvan

Pashto



Ukrainian



Urdu



Uzbek

Punjabi



Vietnamese

Romanian



Yiddish

Hungarian
Icelandic
Igbo

Javanese
Kazakh
Korean

Pirate
Polish
Portuguese (Brazil)

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE OFFERED, JUNE 2016









Arabic (Egyptian, MSA)

Armenian

Bengali

Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin)
French

German

Greek

Haitian Creole



Italian
Japanese
Korean
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
Turkish
Vietnamese

QUESTIONS?

Any questions, comments or concerns are welcome. Please feel free to contact:

Samantha Mercer
Digital Learning & Outreach Librarian
smercer@peacelibrarysystem.ab.ca

